Abstract: This paper aims to identity the significant impact factors (IFs) of the residential electricity consumption level (RECL) and to better understand the influence mechanism of IFs on RECL. The analysis of influence mechanism is commonly through regression model where feature selection must first be performed to pick out non-redundant IFs that is highly correlated with RECL. In contrast to the existing studies, this study recognizes the problem that majority feature selection methods (e.g., step regression) are limited to the identification of linear relationships and proposes a novel wrapper feature selection (WFS) method to address this issue. The WFS is based on genetic algorithm (GA) and multinomial logistic regression (MLR). GA is a searching algorithm used to generate different feature subsets (FSs) that consist of several IFs. MLR is a modeling algorithm used to score these FSs. Further, maximal information coefficient (MIC) is utilized to verify the validity of WFS for selecting IFs. Finally, MLR based explanatory model is established to excavate the relationship between selected IFs and RECL. The results of Ireland dataset based case study show that WFS can identify the significant and non-redundant IFs that are linearly or nonlinearly related to RECL. The details about how selected IFs affect RECL are also provided via the explanatory model. Such research can provide useful guidance for a wide range of stakeholders including local governments, electric power companies, and individual households.
Introduction

Background and Motivation
The electricity consumption in the residential sector has experienced a substantial increase over the past 40 years [1, 2] . The world total electricity consumption reached 20, 200 TWh in 2015, increased by 1.6% annually [3] . It was reported by the International Energy Agency (IEA) that the share of total electricity consumption in the residential sector has increased from approximately 24.2% in 1974 to 31 .1% in 2015 [3] . In addition, the majority of the electricity is still generated by thermal power plant accompanied by greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [4] , thus residential dwellings also have a certain responsibility for the GHG emissions that result in global warming [5] . Therefore, considering the environmental requirements established by the climate change agreements [6, 7] , targeted measures for the reduction of electricity consumption should be implemented by relevant departments. This is helpful for the enhancement of energy efficiency and the promotion of environmental sustainability initiatives [8] .
The residential electricity consumption level (RECL) is influenced by various characteristics of dwelling, appliance, occupants and their attitudes [9, 10] . The design of effective electricity conservation scheme relies on the comprehensive understanding of main factors that affect the RECL. How to figure out these important impact factors (IFs) and reveal the complex relationship between IFs and RECL is an essential problem for improving energy efficiency. Such IF analysis of RECL is useful for a wide range of stakeholders, providing a valid guidance for local governments to develop electricity conservation policies, electric power companies to design tailor-made DR programs [11, 12] , system operators to address the challenge (caused by the uncertainty of load demand) in the security-constrained unit commitment program [13] , and individual households to reduce the expense of electricity [14, 15] .
Literature Review
Over the past decade, a growing research trend is related to the evolution of environmental awareness, mainly including five hot topics [8] : (1) factors influencing energy efficiency and environmental sustainability initiatives; (2) classification of energy efficiency and environmental sustainability initiatives; (3) impact of energy efficiency and environmental sustainability on supply chain performance; (4) customer perspective in energy-efficient and sustainable supply chain; (5) Information and communication technologies (ICTs) supporting energy efficiency and environmental sustainability initiatives. As for a newly emerging topic, IF analysis of RECL has recently become the considerable focus of current electrical research field. This topic is close to the above mentioned two topics, namely factors influencing energy efficiency and customer perspective in energy-efficient. Specifically, IF analysis of RECL is kind of research work, aiming to provide a rational guidance for the enhancement of the energy efficiency from the customer perspective.
According the previous related literatures, regression models are commonly employed method that is applied to understand the specific influence mechanism between IFs and RECL. Nevertheless, high dimensionality and multiple correlations of IFs will worsen model reliability and result in wrong IF analysis of RECL. Thus, feature selection that aims to select significant and non-redundant IFs is regarded as an essential step before model establishment [16] . In machine learning, feature selection refers to the process of selecting a subset of relevant features (i.e., IFs) during the model establishment in order to maximally preserve the features of original consumption data. Generally, feature selection methods can be classified into three categories: (1) filter method (2) wrapper method (3) embedded method.
For filter methods, features are ranked according to correlation coefficients such as the Pearson coefficient. All the features with correlation coefficients larger than a given threshold are then selected [17] . A Chinese example used bivariate correlation and path analysis to identify linear relationships between factors and electricity consumption [18] . p-value test is a common method to judge the significance of factors. It is used to remove the factors with the value of parameter α smaller than 0.05 [1, 19] . Similarly, the Australian study conducted by Fan et al. [20] put all the factors into a general regression model. The factors that did not pass a 95% confidence interval significance level test were removed one by one until the remained factors meet the p-value test. Filter methods are simple with low computational complexity, but it is difficult to set a suitable threshold and identify the redundancy among factors.
Unlike filter methods, wrapper methods can not only take the performance of established model into consideration, but also delete redundant factors. Wrapper methods are the combination of search algorithm and modeling algorithm, where the former is used to generate new feature subsets (FSs) and the latter is used to score these different FSs. The prevalent wrapper method in current research is stepwise regression, which incorporates factors one by one and simultaneously removes insignificant or redundant factors to better fit the final linear regression model with higher adjusted R 2 [21, 22] . In a word, wrapper methods with higher computation complexity outperform filter methods in the following two aspects: (1) the correlation between candidate feature and other features is considered at the modelling stage; (2) the model is optimized to successfully eliminate irrelevant and redundant features, as well as improve the precision of the model.
Embedded methods perform feature selection and model establishment simultaneously via a specific algorithm that takes advantage of its own feature selection process [23] . One example in residential electricity analysis is the LASSO method applied by Huebner et al. in [9] . This method is used to establish a linear model, which can shrink regression coefficients of non-relevant and redundant factors to zero based on a penalty parameter. Features with non-zero regression coefficients are "selected". Embedded methods are more efficient than other two feature selection methods through incorporating feature selection as part of the model establishment. But the reasonable value of key parameters (e.g., the penalty parameter L1 in LASSO algorithm) is difficult to set. Furthermore, the model established by such algorithm is not always what researchers needed in later analysis. This means that the optimal FS selected by embedded methods is not certainly able to best optimize the performance of newly established regression model.
Given the merits and drawbacks of aforementioned feature selection methods, especially that most feature selection methods of previous literature are merely able to identify linear relationships, a thorough consideration is needed to decide which method is more applicable in actual research.
Contributions
This paper aims to identify significant IFs of RECL and understand how these IFs affect RECL. According to previous literature, residential electricity consumption is driven by numerous factors, but their analysis results always vary across different studies [9, 10] . Besides factors studied in previous research, new factors are taken into consideration in this study, and they can be classified into four categories: (1) dwelling characteristics (2) socio-demographics (3) appliances and cooking-heating methods (4) energy-saving attitudes.
To establish a reliable regression model and fill the gap mentioned in Section 1.2, wrapper feature selection (WFS) is proposed in this paper, which combines genetic algorithm (GA) with multinomial logistic regression (MLR). GA is a searching algorithm used to generate new FSs that consist of one or more IFs. And MLR is a modeling algorithm used to score these FSs. Further, as a new measure of the association between two variables, maximal information coefficient (MIC) is used to verify the validity of WFS for selecting IFs. The MICs between selected IFs and RECL are calculated to figure out whether these IFs have significant effects on RECL. Meanwhile, the MICs between removed IFs and selected IFs are also calculated to verify the multiple correlations among them. Finally, MLR based explanatory model is established to explain the effects of selected IFs on RECL. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, a new feature selection method named WFS is proposed to identify significant and non-redundant IFs that are linearly or non-linearly related to RECL. Second, a massive set of data with various types of IFs is newly investigated to provide a systematical analysis on the impact of IFs on RECL in more comprehensive and in-depth perspectives via MLR.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a description of datasets used in this paper. Section 3 briefly introduces WFS, MIC and MLR. In Section 4, the assessment of the validity of WFS for selecting IFs is presented, as well as the illustration of influence mechanism between IFs and RECL. The application of this study is proposed in Section 5. At the end, Section 6 highlights the concluding remarks and future work directions. 
Description and Processing of Dataset
The Smart Metering Electricity Customer Behavior Trials (CBTs) were carried out during 2009 and 2010 by Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) in Ireland [24] . The overall objective of the trial was to test the impact and viability of smart metering technology in Ireland, and to explore the electricity demand reducing effects of various feedback mechanisms and time-of-use tariffs. Over 4000 Irish residential customers participated in the trials with an electricity smart meter installed in their homes and agreed to finish a comprehensive survey concerning residential characteristics, such as social demographics, appliance ownership and energy-saving altitudes. This research makes a full use of the data collected by CER to figure out the relationship between residential characteristics and electricity consumption.
Smart Metering and Survey Dataset
The smart metering dataset is comprised of the daily electricity consumption data of 4232 residential customers at 30 min interval over one and a half year. We selected the data of a full year from 1st January to 31st December 2010 for this research and the dataset is reduced to 3401 customers after removing 831 customers with missing data. The annual electricity consumption based classification result of customers is considered as the response variable in the explanatory model, which is further described in Section 2.2.
As a part of the CBTs, the survey is designed to collect the information about the various characteristics of dwelling, occupants, appliance and energy-saving attitudes. Every record of each customer in the surveys dataset is linked to the corresponding records in the smart metering dataset through the unique ID of each customer. Among these 3401 customers, we were able to identify 3311 valid surveys by the ID. Hence, the sample size was finally trimmed to 3311 customers for the further analysis in this paper. Furthermore, the residential characteristics (i.e., IFs) presented in Table 1 are considered as explanatory variables in the explanatory model.
Data Processing
The data analyzed in this paper was processed according to the following two steps:
• Classification of residential customers Residential customers were ranked by annual electricity consumption and classified into three groups with the nearly same sample size. Then the 1103 lowest consuming customers are marked as "Level 1", the middle 1103 as "Level 2", and the highest 1105 as "Level 3". This classification result of customers with different RECL is considered as the response variable in the explanatory model.
• Introduction of dummy variables
The explanatory variables (i.e., IFs) shown in Table 1 are categorical variables. The common point of these variables is that they have two or more possible values that are non-numeric. To investigate the relationship between IFs and RECL via MLR, dummy variables were introduced to replace these categorical explanatory variables. Suppose that an explanatory variable has N possible values, thus N-1 new non-redundant dummy variables are introduced. For example, the "Dwelling type" variable that has five possible values was replaced by four new dummy variables, namely apartment, semi-detached, detached and terraced. "Bungalow" was taken as a reference variable. Furthermore, each dummy variable is given the value of 0 or 1 used to represent true or false status. 
Methodology
As shown in the Figure 1 , after the pre-processing of the Ireland dataset, the methodology of our study consists of two steps. In the first step, the feature selection model named WFS is constructed through application of GA and MLR. GA is a searching algorithm used to generate different feature subsets (FSs) that consist several IFs. MLR is a modeling algorithm used to score these FSs. The WFS is applied to identify significant IFs and simultaneously remove the redundancy among IFs. And its selection results are further assessed by MIC. In the second step, the MLR based explanatory model is then established to better illustrate the specific influence mechanism between selected IFs (i.e., explanatory variables) and RECL (i.e., response variable). The detailed flow chart of these two steps are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. 
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Wrapper Feature Selection
Feature selection that aims to select significant and non-redundant IFs of RECL is an essential step before the establishment of MLR-based explanatory model in order to ensure the model reliability. To fill the gap that most feature selection methods in relevant researches are merely able to identify the linear relationship, WFS combining GA with MLR is proposed in this paper to better figure out the sophisticated relationship (i.e., linear or nonlinear, functional or non-functional) between IFs and RECL. GA is a search algorithm used to generate new FSs that consists of one or more IFs. MLR is the modeling algorithm used to score these FSs.
The reasons for using GA and MLR are illustrated as follows. First of all, an exhaustive search is simple but time-consuming when the number of selectable IFs is too large. GA is more effective in high-dimensional search spaces, which has already been successfully applied in many fields such as biology and engineering science [25] . Second, MLR based explanatory model is a nonlinear probability model, which is good at illustrating the nonlinear relationship between IFs and RECL. Several key steps of WFS algorithm are shown in the following three sections.
Chromosome Encoding
A set of M selectable IFs is mapped to a numeric string via binary coding. Thus there correspondingly exists M genes coded by binary digits in the chromosome, where 0 means "removing IFs" and 1 means "selecting IFs". For example, the original feature set in Figure 4 consists of eight alternative IFs. The chromosome coded by "00101000" means that the third and fifth IFs are selected.
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Selection, Crossover and Mutation
The selection principle of parent chromosomes for the generation of new chromosomes should ensure that the chosen probability of chromosomes with higher FVs is larger. Therefore, roulette strategy is applied in WFS algorithm and its detail is shown as follows: The selection principle of parent chromosomes for the generation of new chromosomes should ensure that the chosen probability of chromosomes with higher FVs is larger. Therefore, roulette strategy is applied in WFS algorithm and its detail is shown as follows:
Calculate the chosen probability p i of the chromosome C i by Equation (1), where fitness (C i ) is the FV of the chromosome C i . This equation shows that the larger the FV of a chromosome, the higher its probability of being selected:
2.
Calculate the accumulative probability of the chromosome C i by Equation (2), where PP 0 = 0.
3. Generate a random number r within [0, PP ps ].
4.
Select the chromosome C i so that PP i−1 < r < PP i . Figure 6 shows that one-point crossover and one-point mutation is applied to the WFS algorithm. Parent chromosomes exchange half of each other's chromosomal genes during crossover operation to reproduce a new chromosome (i.e., offspring). Then mutation operation further changes one of these genes. 1. Calculate the chosen probability pi of the chromosome Ci by Equation (1), where fitness (Ci) is the FV of the chromosome Ci. This equation shows that the larger the FV of a chromosome, the higher its probability of being selected:
2. Calculate the accumulative probability of the chromosome Ci by Equation (2), where
3. Generate a random number r within [0, PPps]. 4. Select the chromosome Ci so that PPi−1 < r < PPi. Figure 6 shows that one-point crossover and one-point mutation is applied to the WFS algorithm. Parent chromosomes exchange half of each other's chromosomal genes during crossover operation to reproduce a new chromosome (i.e., offspring). Then mutation operation further changes one of these genes. 
Maximal Information Coefficient
MIC is utilized to verify the validity of WFS for selecting IFs. The MICs between selected IFs and RECL are calculated to figure out whether these IFs have significant effects on RECL. Meanwhile, the MICs between removed IFs and selected IFs are also calculated to verify the multiple correlations among them. Compared to other commonly used measures (e.g., Pearson coefficient) of the association between two variables, MIC proposed by Reshef et al. [26] is better at identifying a wide range of sophisticated relationships (i.e., linear or nonlinear, functional or non-functional). In addition, MIC is calculated based on mutual information theory and further normalized into a range between 0 and 1. The higher MIC indicates that two studied variables are highly relevant, whereas the MIC of two completely independent variables is close to zero. Some concepts related to MIC are introduced as follows. More detailed descriptions about the theory of MIC can be found in the literature [26] .
Intuitively, MIC is based on the idea that if there is a relationship between two variables, various grids can be drawn in the scatter plot of the two variables. These grids partition the data in the scatter plot so that some of the grids are empty and some of them contain points in the scatter plot. When the resolution of the grid is gradually increased, the maximum mutual information that occurs at each resolution can be calculated by the number of points in the grid. The maximum mutual information calculated over the grids with different resolution is normalized to ensure a fair comparison between these grids.
Given a finite set 
Given a finite set D = { (a 1 , b 1 ) , . . . , (a n , b n )} whose elements are two dimensions data points, we consider one of the dimensions as x-values and the other as y-values. Then a scatter plot can be drawn when taking x as abscissa and y as ordinate. Suppose x-values is divided into x bins and y-values into y bins, this type of partition is called x-by-y grid G x,y . Let D G x,y represent the distribution of D divided by one of the x-by-y grids G x,y . {p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p x } represents the division point on the axis of the abscissa, where p 0 = a 1 and p x = a n . q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q y represents the division point on the axis of the ordinate, where q 0 = b 1 and q y = b n . Differently partitioned grids G x,y with the same resolution of x-by-y can be obtained by changing the values of {p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p x } and q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q y .
• Characteristic matrix
Elements m x,y in the characteristic matrix M(D) = m x,y are normalized to achieve a fair comparison between grids G x,y with different resolutions via the following equations. I D G x,y is the mutual information of two studied variables a and b over differently partitioned grids G x,y with the same resolution of x-by-y:
• Maximum information coefficient
The MIC of two studied variables a and b is the maximum element in the characteristic matrix M(D). As the upper bound of resolution, B(n) is equal to n 0.6 , where n is the sample size.
Multinomial Logistic Regression Model
Different from the common used black-box models such as artificial neural network [27] , a regression model (e.g., MLR) can be utilized to explain the relationship between response variables and explanatory variables. In addition, MLR model is a nonlinear probability model applied to predict the probabilities of different possible outcomes of a categorically distributed response variable, given a set of categorical-valued explanatory variables. Compared to other regression methods such as linear regression, the obvious advantage of MLR is that it has fewer basic assumptions such as normal distribution and equal variance. Given the application and advantage of MLR, MLR is adopted in our study to establish an explanatory model for IF analysis of RECL.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the response variable in our study has three possible outcomes, namely Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3. In addition, Level 1 is considered as the reference category in MLR model. Thus all the coefficients of Model 1 are zero (i.e., g 1i = 0). Two non-redundant sub-models are constructed as follows. With the assumption that there are a total of M categorical explanatory variables, each explanatory variable in regression equation is replaced by several dummy variables based on the replacing methods mentioned in Section 2.2.
• Model 2
• Model 3 The regression coefficients β of MLR model directly determine relative odds ratio (ROR, i.e., the EXP value) involved in classification of customer's RECL. The ROR of an event is defined as the probability of the event occurring divided by the probability that the event will not occur. As for the "apartment" dummy variable mentioned in Section 2.2, the event specifically refers to the customer who lives in an apartment to use more electricity when compared to the customer who lives in a bungalow. The detail about how to use EXP values to explain the influence mechanism between IFs and RECL will be further presented in Section 4.2. In addition, the RECL classification result of customer i depends on the category with the largest occurring probability, which can be calculated by independent probability model according to Equation (7), where P i represents the probability of customer i to be a certain category (e.g., Level 1):
Results and Discussion
Validation of Proposed Feature Selection Method
The WFS method is used to identify the significant and non-redundant IFs that are linearly or nonlinearly related to RECL. In this section, the above proposed feature selection method is verified from two aspects. First, WFS is compared with two linear filter methods to verify the WFS's ability of picking out the significant IFs that are linearly or non-linearly related to RECL. These two linear filter methods are based on different relevance metrics, namely Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) and Spearman correlation coefficient (SCC). Second, WFS is compared with stepwise linear regression (SLR) to verify WFS's another ability of identifying the redundant IFs that are linearly or non-linearly related to other IFs.
Comparison between WFS and Linear Filter Methods
In statistics, PCC and SCC are two commonly used relevance metrics. PCC is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables. It has a value between +1 and −1, where 1 is total positive linear correlation, 0 is no linear correlation, and −1 is total negative linear correlation. As for a nonparametric measure of rank correlation between two variables, SCC is equal to the PCC between the rank values of those two variables. It assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function. The value of SCC also varies from −1 to 1. The greater the absolute value of SCC, the stronger the monotonic correlation between the two variables. In sum, SCC assesses monotonic relationships (whether linear or not) while PCC merely assesses linear relationships. Different to PCC and SCC, MIC detailed in Section 3.2 is better at identifying a wide range of sophisticated relationships (i.e., linear or nonlinear, functional or non-functional). In addition, the value of MIC is normalized into a range between 0 and 1. The higher MIC indicates that two studied variables are highly relevant, whereas the MIC of two completely independent variables is close to zero.
In this subsection, the above three relevance metrics are used to explain the feature selection results between WFS and linear filter methods. As shown in the first subplot of Figure 7 , 20 IFs that marked by green color are selected while the other IFs are removed via WFS. The small MICs also shows that all the yellow marked IFs above the red dotted line have a slight relationship with RECL. Thus the remove of them via WFS is reasonable. However, another six yellow marked IFs under the red dotted line are also removed via WFS although their effects on RECL, indicated by MICs, are not very small. This strange phenomenon is primarily caused by the redundancy among IFs. Redundancy means that IFs are highly correlated and all of them will not simultaneously remain in the regression model in consideration of model reliability. The more detailed explanation is shown in Section 4.1.2. In general, as shown by the MICs, the IFs that are selected by WFS have significant effects on RECL.
The second subplot illustrates the selection results of PCC based linear filter method (PCCLF). The value range of PCC restricted by the blue shadow area is the threshold of this filter. So all the IFs, whose PCCs are covered in this range, are removed. Through the comparison between the first two subplots, the IFs marked by red symbol "×" in the second subplot is falsely removed. This is because the PCCLF is merely able to identify the linear relationship so that it mistakenly judges that the red "×" marked IFs have negligible relationship to RECL. In addition, PCCLF just set a selecting threshold but doesn't assess the redundancy among IFs. For example, "No. of electric cooker" is redundant but still remain by PCCLF. The selection results of SCC based filter method and the explanation behind are similar to the PCCLF and we will not repeat them here.
According to the above comparison, it can be concluded that WFS is superior to the two linear feature selection methods. The WFS can correctly remove the insignificant IFs of RECL and identify the redundancy among IFs while the two linear feature selection methods cannot. means that IFs are highly correlated and all of them will not simultaneously remain in the regression model in consideration of model reliability. The more detailed explanation is shown in Section 4.1.2.
In general, as shown by the MICs, the IFs that are selected by WFS have significant effects on RECL. The second subplot illustrates the selection results of PCC based linear filter method (PCCLF). The value range of PCC restricted by the blue shadow area is the threshold of this filter. So all the IFs, whose PCCs are covered in this range, are removed. Through the comparison between the first two subplots, the IFs marked by red symbol "×" in the second subplot is falsely removed. This is because the PCCLF is merely able to identify the linear relationship so that it mistakenly judges that the red "×" marked IFs have negligible relationship to RECL. In addition, PCCLF just set a selecting threshold but doesn't assess the redundancy among IFs. For example, "No. of electric cooker" is redundant but still remain by PCCLF. The selection results of SCC based filter method and the explanation behind are similar to the PCCLF and we will not repeat them here.
According to the above comparison, it can be concluded that WFS is superior to the two linear feature selection methods. The WFS can correctly remove the insignificant IFs of RECL and identify the redundancy among IFs while the two linear feature selection methods cannot.
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Remove the IF Remove the IF Figure 7 . The MIC, PCC and SCC between each IF and RECL are respectively shown in the above three subplots. In the first subplot, green represents that the corresponding IFs is selected by WFS and yellow represents that the corresponding IFs is removed by WFS. In the second subplot, the blue shaded area is the removing range based on PCC and the red symbol "×"means to remove the IFs that is inside the shadow area. The function of the third subplot is same as the second one. Figure 7 . The MIC, PCC and SCC between each IF and RECL are respectively shown in the above three subplots. In the first subplot, green represents that the corresponding IFs is selected by WFS and yellow represents that the corresponding IFs is removed by WFS. In the second subplot, the blue shaded area is the removing range based on PCC and the red symbol "×"means to remove the IFs that is inside the shadow area. The function of the third subplot is same as the second one.
Comparison between WFS and SLR
In this subsection, the results of feature selection is compared between WFS and SLR to verify WFS's another ability of identifying the redundant IFs that are linearly or non-linearly related to other IFs. First of all, the MICs between the six redundant IFs (mentioned in Section 4.1.1) and selected IFs is presented in Figure 8 . The corresponding explanations are illustrated as follows.
In this subsection, the results of feature selection is compared between WFS and SLR to verify WFS's another ability of identifying the redundant IFs that are linearly or non-linearly related to other IFs. First of all, the MICs between the six redundant IFs (mentioned in Section 4.1.1) and selected IFs is presented in Figure 8 . The corresponding explanations are illustrated as follows. In graph (a), the highest MIC shows that game consoles usage is significantly related to the total number of game consoles. As proposed in the previous literature, appliances ownership alone will not directly affect electricity consumption [28] . It is appliance usage together with ownership that affects the consumption pattern of residents. Due to the internal correlation between the two factors, one of them is removed by WFS. As shown in graph (b) and (c), "TV > 21 inch (AU)" and "Refrigerator (AU)" variables are also removed by WFS because of the same reason.
Graph (d) indicates that "Attitude (10)" about whether you are able to let the people you live with reduce their electricity usage has a close relationship with living form. From the psychological perspective, the electricity consumption behavior of a person is driven by many complex psychological factors such as attitudes [29] . The encouragement of electricity conservation from others will unconsciously change persons' energy saving attitudes and further affect their consumption behaviors [30] . Nevertheless, the influence of his attitudes on others consumption behaviors would be constrained if a person lives alone. Given the internal correlations between "Attitude (10)" and "Living form" variables, one of them is removed by WFS.
Differently, "Age of householder" variable is simultaneously related to several factors, namely "Employment status of CIE", "Living form" and "No. of people under 15 years old". Although "Age of householder" variable is removed by WFS because of redundancy, previous studies indicated that the age of the household responsible person (HRP) did affect household's electricity use [9, 17, 25, 26] . Majority literature found that the HRPs in the range of 46 and 65 years old used more electricity than other age groups [9, 25, 26] . This could be attributed to the fact that middle-aged HRPs usually have more children, which results in longer occupancy hour and a larger number of appliance equipped room [30] . Households with younger HRPs (aged between 18 and 35 years old) and older HRPs (aged over 65 years) consume less electricity [10, 21] . Although older people retired usually have longer occupant time during the day, their electricity consumption is not very high due to their strong energy-saving awareness. As for younger people, they spend less time at home due to a full-time job, which also results in less electricity consumption.
Graph (f) indicates that "No. of electric cooker" is related to "Cooking methods". Households owning one or more electric cooker are more likely to be high electricity consumers Furthermore, dwellings using electricity to cook tends to use more electricity than that using other kinds of energy (e.g., oil and gas) to cook. However, the influence of cooking methods on electricity consumption will be weakened a lot when the families have no electric cooker. Due to the internal correlation between the two factors, one of them is also removed by WFS.
Although these six IFs are redundant, the comparison results in the graph (a) of Figure 9 shows that SLR fails to remove four redundant Ifs (i.e., "game console" usage, "refrigerator" usage, "age of householder" and "No. of electric cooker"). In other words, unlike WFS, SLR is not good at identifying the nonlinear redundancy. This is because SLR is a method of fitting multiple linear regression models in which the choice of predictive variables is carried out by an automatic procedure. In each step, a variable is considered for addition to or subtraction from the set of explanatory variables based on the pre-specified criterion called adjusted R2. Thus SLR is limited to identification of linear redundancy. In graphs (b)-(e) of Figure 9 , the PCCs between these four IFs and selected IFs are small. All the absolute values of these PCCs are less than 0.5, showing the slight linear relationship between these four IFs and selected IFs. So these four IFs are mistakenly selected by SLR. In sum, when compared to SLR, WFS shows the good ability of identifying the redundant IFs that are linearly or non-linearly related to other IFs. 
Illustration of Influence Mechanism between IFs and RECL
The first subplot of Figure 7 shows important information as follows. Firstly, "Living form", "Number of bedrooms", "Number of people under 15 years old", "Dwelling age", "Number of appliances (i.e., game consoles, dishwasher, tumble dryer, desktop computers and TV > 21 inch)", and "Usage of appliances (i.e., dishwasher and washing machine)" are all significantly related to RECL. Secondly, "Employment status of CIE", "Dwelling type", "Attitude (10)", "Heating water methods", "Age of householder", "Education level of CIE", "Cooking methods", "Number of 
The first subplot of Figure 7 shows important information as follows. Firstly, "Living form", "Number of bedrooms", "Number of people under 15 years old", "Dwelling age", "Number of appliances (i.e., game consoles, dishwasher, tumble dryer, desktop computers and TV > 21 inch)", and "Usage of appliances (i.e., dishwasher and washing machine)" are all significantly related to RECL. Secondly, "Employment status of CIE", "Dwelling type", "Attitude (10)", "Heating water methods", "Age of householder", "Education level of CIE", "Cooking methods", "Number of appliances (i.e., laptop computers, refrigerator, TV < 21 inch, electric cooker and instant electric shower)", and "Usage of appliances (i.e., game consoles, TV > 21 inch and refrigerator)" all have smaller effect on RECL. Thirdly, the IFs above the red dotted line almost have no effect on RECL. MIC can only calculate the association degree between two IFs but fails to figure out the specific influence mechanism between them. Table 2 clearly presents the regression results of MLR model, which is used to explain how these selected IFs (i.e., residential characteristics) affect RECL. The numbers in column B 2 (i = 2, 3 ).
An EXP value of 1 indicates that households with given residential characteristics are just as likely to be high electricity consumers as the households in the reference group. An EXP value greater than 1 indicates a higher probability that a household would be a high user compared to the reference group, whereas an EXP value below 1 indicates that the probability is lower than for the reference group. In addition, the higher the EXP value, the more likely it is that the households would be high consumers compared to the reference group. Detailed influence mechanism is described as follows. 
Dwelling Characteristics
With respect to dwelling characteristics, the small MICs in Figure 7 show that energy-saving lights, double-glazed window and external walls have a negligible effect on electricity use. Previous studies also found that there was no significant relationship between the presence of energy-saving lights and electricity use, because no clear reduction in electricity consumption occurred when energy-saving lights were installed in dwellings [31] . This may be caused by the small proportion lighting consumption represents in total domestic electricity use. Therefore it is irrational to expect an obvious impact of energy-saving lights on electricity demand.
As for insulation decoration such as double-glazed window and external walls, earlier studies reported inconsistent results about their influence on electricity usage. Some found that the insulation decoration was helpful for the reduction in electricity use, whereas some others found no relationship between them [21] . Another study even revealed that well-insulated dwellings tended to use more electricity [32] . In fact, the factors related to insulation decoration are very important when looking at the electricity demand for heat loss [33] . However, our study finds no significant effects of such IFs on electricity use, which may be caused by the small proportion (about 7.2% as shown in Table 1 ) of electrically heated households in our studied sample.
Compared to other dwelling characteristics, the biggest MICs in Table 2 show that the number of bedrooms plays the most significant role in the variation of electricity consumption. The EXP values of this IF in Table 2 indicate that dwellings with two or more bedrooms are more likely to be the high electricity demand group. The significantly positive relationship between the numbers of bedrooms and electricity use also has been supported by other scholars who believe that the more the number of rooms, the more electricity usage [34] . Researchers explained the positive relationship between the number of rooms and electricity use by arguing that dwellings with more rooms always had more appliances for entertainment and room lighting [10] .
Based on the comparison among the EXP values of dwelling type's dummy variables, it is obvious that households living in bungalows consume more electricity than those living in detached, semi-detached and terraced dwellings. Additionally, households living in apartments consume the minimum electricity. This is because apartments have a lower detached degree and less exposed walls, which should reduce electricity heating demand. Similar results were also found in numerous studies, indicating that larger dwelling's detached degree and exposed wall's surface increased the electricity demand for cooling and heating [9, 26, 29] . In addition, some researchers suggested that the influence degree of dwelling type on power usage relied on floor area, because a smaller floor area restricted the exposed surface and thus decreased the space cooling and heating requirements in electrically heated rooms [35] .
The EXP values growing with dwelling age reveals a tendency in older dwellings to consume more electricity. Earlier studies also observed a decrease of electricity demand in newer houses with improved insulation and energy-efficient appliances [24, [30] [31] [32] [33] . Some studies found the opposite results that newer houses consume more electricity than older ones due to the penetration of high-consumption appliances such as air conditioning [36] [37] [38] [39] . However, some found no significant effect of dwelling age on electricity usage when the studied sample was under the enforcement of dwelling regulations [21] . Such regulation made the physical conditions of dwellings constructed in different years same. In sum, the influence degree of dwelling age on power usage is affected by other factors such as policy intervention and appliance performance.
Social Demographics
As for social demographics, two IFs (i.e., the age and sex of householder) are removed due to different reasons. The remove of former IF is caused by its multiple correlations with other factors, the detailed explanation of which has been given in Section 4.1. But the remove of latter IF is due to its small association with RECL. This is also supported by Brounen et al. [35] who assert that gender had no effect on the electricity use for thermal comfort. However, others revealed that the electricity consumption behaviors varied between male and female due to different preference for physiological temperature [35, 36, 40] . These various results are primarily explained by the fact that scholars carried out related experiments in regions where the climate is different, which results in different thermal sensation difference between males and females [41] .
Compared to other social-demographic factors, the MIC of the living form (i.e., live alone or not) is highest in Table 2 , indicating that living form has a close relationship with electricity consumption. Meanwhile, the related EXP values indicate that households with more people tend to use more electricity than those with only one person. Many previous studies also found similar results by explaining that growth in the number of occupants would increase the electricity demand of appliance [17, 24, 29, 30, 32] . For example, households with more members will undoubtedly generate more dirty laundry each week and require more showers and so use more electricity for washing machines, tumble dryers and electric showers.
The number of people under 15 years old is the second significant factor of RECL among social-demographical factors. The EXP values show that households with two or more children tend to use more electricity, which is also found in earlier studies [30, 32, 33] . This result is primarily because children are less conscious of the electricity they use and thus consume more electricity for IT and entertainment appliances in their spare time [30] . Moreover, children's age also affects the relationship between the number of children and electricity consumption. Some researchers indicated that the presence of children under 3 had no significant impact on power usage whereas the presence of children older than 3 played a more important role in it [10] .
Concerning employment status of CIE, the EXP values of employed, self-employed and unemployed person are all smaller than 1 when the "Retired or keeper" is considered as a reference variable. This result indicates that households with retiree or keeper are more likely to be the high electricity consumers than that with an employee or the jobless. Because retiree or keeper has a longer time to stay at home during the day than employee or the jobless, which should increase the frequency of using appliances for housework and entertainment [10] .
The EXP values of educational level in Table 2 shows that the households occupied by intellectuals tend to consume less electricity than that occupied by the uneducated. Similarly, some studies also found a significant decrease in domestic electricity consumption when education level of family members increased [9] . This is because intellectuals always have the high energy-saving consciousness to protect the environment, as well as the strong economic strength to purchase expensive energy-star appliances.
Appliance and Cooking-Heating Methods
During the WFS process, 11 IFs related to appliance were removed and the other 10 IFs were selected. The MLR model further shows that the ownership and usage of appliance also have an influence on RECL. Specifically speaking, the EXP values in Table 2 verify that growth in the number of appliances, as well as longer duration use of the appliance, will increase the probability to use more electricity.
As for the appliance category related to dishwashing and drying, the EXP values reveals that households with one or more tumble dryers and dishwashers tend to use more electricity. In addition, the number of tumble dryers and dishwashers might also be related to the household size [28] . Households with more family members may have more dirty clothes and dishes, so more tumble dryers and dishwashers are needed to do the housework.
Regarding the wet appliance category, as the number of instant electrical shower increased, so too do the likelihood of high electrical energy demand. The electrical shower is one of the highest power consumption appliances in households despite its short time of duration usage. Thus, it is understandable that dwellings with one or more electrical showers tend to use more electricity. The EXP values also show that the presence of cooling appliances such as refrigerator is undoubtedly responsible for high electricity demand. As one of the commonly used appliances, refrigerator usually turns on during the year, which better explains the above results.
As for the entertainment appliance category, the EXP values in Table 2 reveal that the more number of entertainment appliances, the higher the probability of households to be high electricity consumers. Similar to the earlier study [31] , our results find that the number of TVs is positively related to domestic electricity demand. On the one hand, TVs may be simultaneously used by occupants preferring different TV programs. On the other hand, TV can also be used as the display screen for video game console or desktop computer. These two reasons explain the positive influence of TVs on electricity use. Furthermore, the comparison between the MICs of TVs with different size indicates that TV larger than 21 inch has a greater influence on power usage than TV smaller than 21 inch. Regarding the number of game console, its EXP values show that households owning one or more game consoles are always inclined to consume more electricity. Also, the influence of game consoles ownership may be strengthened by the presence of children, because they are the main group for playing video games [9, 26] .
In the IT appliance category, the EXP values show that the growing number of desktop or laptop computers is more likely to result in higher electricity demand. It was also observed by many previous studies [42] that as the number of computers increased, so too did the likelihood of dwellings to be high electricity group. A UK study argued that the positive correlation between IT appliance ownership and electricity use might be caused by the high electricity consumption performance of IT appliance [43] . Moreover, owning a desktop or laptop computer possibly promotes the purchase of other compatible IT appliances (e.g., printers, scanners and routers), which further leads to higher residential electricity consumption [28] .
However, appliance ownership only partially reflects the effects of domestic appliances on RECL. It is also essential to take appliance usage into consideration. As for the laundry appliance category, the EXP values show that frequent and long use of washing machine for dirty clothes will certainly increase the electricity demand. Similarly, if households do longer dishwashing via dishwasher, their electricity consumption is also likely to increase. Several researchers believe that both duration and frequency of appliance usage play a role in electricity demand [9, 23] . Furthermore, the influence extent of appliances usage on electricity consumption primarily depends on the electricity consumption characteristics of appliances.
When it comes to cooking-heating methods, the EXP values reveal that the households using electricity to cook or heat are about two times more likely to be high electricity consumers than those using other kinds of energy (e.g., oil, gas) to cook or heat.
Attitudes
Except for the IF called "Attitude (10)", the other nine IFs related to energy-saving attitudes were removed by WFS. In Figure 7 , the small MICs of these nine IFs verify their insignificant effects on RECL. This further reveals that the potential gap between energy-saving attitudes and actual behaviors would weaken the influence degree of attitudinal factors on RECL. Furthermore, the influence of "Attitude (10)" on RECL is still unknown as this variable is removed and not contained in the final MLR model. As previously discussed in Section 4.2.1, this factor is highly associated with the living form, which indicates that "Attitude (10) may have an indirect influence on RECL through the living form.
Application
The application of our study can be elaborated mainly from two perspectives. One is the standing on stakeholders' position, and the other focuses on methodology. From the perspective of some stakeholders, a better understanding of the influence mechanism between significant factors and electricity consumption can useful guidance for local governments, electric power companies, and individual households to take effective measures related to electricity. For local governments, inspired by the analysis results, they can intervene in two aspects, namely governmental policy and technological improvement. In the first aspect, the above results show that dwelling characteristics, such as dwelling type and insulation decoration, have significant impacts on the electricity use. This information reminds the government that it is necessary to draw effective building regulations to widely improve energy efficiency of houses. Further, in consideration of the role of social demographics (e.g., employment status and educational level) on electricity use, more effort should be paid on economic development and educational investment. In the second aspect, the close relationship between appliance and electricity use reveals that governments should strengthen the monitoring of energy-saving appliances production technology.
For electric power company, detailed IF analysis of RECL is also helpful for scientific designs of targeted services such as demand response (DR) programs [44] . According to the influence mechanism discussed in this paper, households with different residential characteristics have different electricity consumption level. Thus it is more effective to provide targeted DR programs (e.g., well-designed various pricing mechanisms [45] and feedbacks) for specific residential customers with great potential for electricity reduction [46, 47] . Because it is of no use to implement DR programs on the house with no more energy-saving space. And irrational DR programs will destructive the balance between people's comfortable degree and willingness degree of energy saving. In addition, the knowledge of residential electricity consumption behavior is helpful for the system operators (e.g., transmission system operators and distribution system operators) to achieve the reliable smart residential energy scheduling [48] [49] [50] .
For individual households, they are encouraged to live in the apartments because the above findings show that apartments are the most energy efficient when compared to other dwelling types. Such energy-saving advantage is due to apartment's smaller detachment degree and exposed surface. Given the significant impact of the appliance on electricity consumption, individuals could decrease their electricity use through changing their habits of using appliance (e.g., turn off the equipment when not use, do housework by hands, reduce the duration of appliance operation). In addition, purchasing energy-star appliances is also suggested.
From the perspective of methodology, a novel WFS is proposed, which can be applied to address the problems of dimension curse and multiple correlations during the establishment of regression model. The solution to the two mentioned problems can guarantee the accurate of estimated coefficients of the regression model, which is also helpful for the reliability of the later statistical analysis. The proposed WFS is different to the previous linear feature selection methods in the current research field of residential electricity analysis. Because WFS is able to identify the significant and non-redundant IFs that are linearly or nonlinearly related to RECL. This WFS model can be applied to other field to carry out feature engineering.
Conclusions
In-depth analysis of the influencing mechanism behind residential electricity consumption is helpful for the improvement of energy efficiency. In this paper, a complete research framework is proposed to identity significant impact factors (IFs) of residential electricity consumption level (RECL) and better understand the influence mechanism of IFs on RECL. The framework consists of two steps. First, a novel WFS method is proposed to pick out significant and non-redundant IFs. Second, MLR based explanatory model is further to illustrate how the selected IFs affect RECL. The relevant simulation results is illustrated and discussed as follows.
As for the first step, the WFS is proposed to fill the gap that most previous feature selection methods in current research field are merely able to identify linear relationships. Further, compared to two linear feature selection methods (based on PCC and SCC) and SLR, the simulation results verifies that WFS shows its superiority in identification of nonlinear relationship. In other words, WFS can identify the significant and non-redundant IFs that are linearly or nonlinearly related to RECL while the three methods that are compared to WFS cannot.
With regard to the second step, studied IFs that are included in the explanatory model are divided into four categories including dwelling characteristics, socio-demographics, appliances and cooking-heating methods, and energy-saving attitudes. The relationships between IFs and RECL are summarized as follows. As for dwelling characteristics, dwelling age and the number of bedrooms are found to have a positive impact on electricity usage. Dwelling type also has a close association with the electricity demand for space cooling and heating. For socio-demographics, the employment status, education level, living form and the number of people under 15 years old also influence the RECL in different extent. More specifically, households that have retiree or keeper, persons without formal education or two or more children, are more likely to be the high electricity demand group. In terms of appliances and cooking-heating methods, appliance ownership and usage are also closely related to electricity consumption. The households that supplied by other kinds of energy (e.g., oil, gas) to cook or heat tend to consume less electricity. However, most attitudinal variables have negligible influence on power usage, which may be caused by the potential gap between energy-efficient concepts and actual behaviors.
In our future work, we will focus more on the following four aspects. First, it is important to figure out a rational method that aims to utilize the easily accessible information (e.g., dwelling types, population structure and appliance ownership) to indirectly predict the uneasily accessible information (e.g., the frequency of use of appliances). This can save a lot workload of data collection in the future. Second, besides the study of the relationship between residential characteristics and electricity consumption, another attention should be paid to the interactions among IFs (e.g., how the age of households affects the appliance usage). Third, an inference of residential characteristics based of historical electricity consumption data is a meaningful research direction, which is helpful to further estimate customers' potential of peak shaving and energy saving under the implement of price based demand response programs. Fourth, another interesting future work is to explore whether the results will change significantly if a "per-capita consumption" is use instead of total house consumption. 
